IMPORTANT NOTICE

Advt. No. Phase-VII/2019/Selection Posts, Post Category No. NR15419, Post Name – Sub-Inspector (Fire)

In continuation to Result Write-up already available on website for the Post Category No. NR15419, SI(Fire) vide write-up dated 24.08.2020, updated list of Selected Candidates replacing 46 female candidates therein with 46 male candidates as already mentioned in the uploaded Write-up dated 24.08.2020 is given in the link below.

The result of total 970 candidates(Revised) for the post of Sub-Inspector (Fire), Post Code No. NR15419 is available in following link--- Click Here

2. 46 replaced male candidates are required to submit a copy of all the supporting Documents (Self Attested) in respect of Essential Qualification (EQ), Experience, Category, Age, Age-relaxation, etc. (as applicable) in hard copy along with the print out of their online application form to the Regional Office i.e. SSC (NR) to which the Post Category belongs, by 25.09.2020 by SPEED POST ONLY. The candidates should clearly mention the “Graduation & above Level’ and “Post Category No. NR15419” on the TOP of the Envelope while sending the documents to the Regional Officer (NR) by Speed Post.

3. The Candidates can take the printout of their online Application form for the above mentioned post by logging into the website of the Commission.

Under Secretary (RHQ)
14.09.2020